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Text with an abstract of the content (150-300 words) and 3-5 keywords.

Text in Garamond 13/14,5
Numbered paragraph titles: Garamond 13/14,5 bold and small caps
Notes (bottom of the page): Garamond 11/12,5
Layout: w. 21 cm x h. 29 cm
Margins:
- Top 4,5 cm
- Bottom 3 cm
- Inside 3 cm
- Outside 2 cm

Quotation in English essays must be between high “ ” and footnotes numbers after punctuation marks. [While in Italian essays quotation are between « » and footnotes numbers before punctuation marks].

Bibliography references in footnotes in Harvard style (name, year, p. xxx). The Authors are asked to check that for each reference in the text there is the correspondant reference in the final bibliography. And for each text in the final references there must be the reference quotation in the text in Harvard style.

Figures, Tables and Images should be numbered independently (Figure 1, Figure 2,... and Table 1, Table 2... and so on) and have each a reference in the text (as "see Figure 1"...)

Examples of final references:

Cai F. and Wang D. (2003a), Migration as marketization: what can we learn from China’s 2000 census data?, «China Review», 3, 2, pp. 73-93


- (1992b), *The macrodynamics of international migration as a sociocultural diffusion process. B. Applications*, «Technological Forecasting and Social Change», 42, 4, pp. 385-408


Please note that in case of books of the same author and same year we need to add "a" or "b" beside the year and so must be done also in the book references in Harvard style in the text.